NEGRO Quartet To Sing Here Monday Night. The Hampton quartet, one of the nation’s most famous Negro quartets, will present a concert of Negro spirituals in the Hall at 7:15 on Monday night.

The songs to be presented by the Negro quartet are composed of Negro spirituals, work songs, and ballads.

The Hampton quartet has represented the school for over 40 years.

The program will last 65 minutes.

1. Beulah and the Wolf
2. jot in the Oak Trees
3. Gotta Go Home
4. I Got a Date
5. In a Shanty in Old Shanty Town
6. Infastitude—Brief talk
7. The Bowery—Brief talk
8. The Breeze
9. The Mo

CHICAGO ASSOCIATION OFFICERS ANNOUNCED
New officers of the Chicago Association of Chicago Negroes have been announced:


Vice President: James A. McFadden, 704 E. 92nd St.

Secretary-Treasurer: Robert W. McDonald, 76, 34th Street, Anacostia, Chicago.

Kenton College's chapter of K.A.A., national Negro literary fraternity, has met at least once in other colleges because of their efforts to bring about closer social contact among Negro students.

It has recently been suggested by March Kenton that if Kenton students wish the Kenton chapter to be made a reality, they must set up an organization.

Kenton’s third annual TAR org. was met today afternoon, according to word by Stewart McDonald, Dr. Charles Coft, and Dr. Paul O. Harp. Kenton students are urged to sponsor a contest because they feel that this contest presents the opportunity of the old school must-sing social party. "Plan Rollout," one said.

The following programs will be put on high if the Kenton chapter is to be a reality:

1. Songs
2. Poetry
3.creening
4. Dramatic piece
5. Debate

Below is a list of speakers and the reading of the program:

Bill Lusk, Thursday, March 12

H. Floyd Bevan, Tuesday, March 10

D. J. Poland and E. Eberly, Wednesday, March 11

Below is a list of speakers and the reading of the program:

E. Eberly, Monday, March 9

N. Porter, Tuesday, March 10

B. Lusk and H. Floyd Bevan, Thursday, March 12

The Kenton chapter of K.A.A. is happy to sponsor a contest because they feel that this contest presents the opportunity of the old school must-sing social party. "Plan Rollout," one said.

Kenton's third annual TAR org. was met today afternoon, according to word by Stewart McDonald, Dr. Charles Coft, and Dr. Paul O. Harp. Kenton students are urged to sponsor a contest because they feel that this contest presents the opportunity of the old school must-sing social party. "Plan Rollout," one said.
ROCKFORD DANCE

Many were the faculty and students who attended the Rockford Dance when we recessed on the 28th. Full bands were used and the audience was keenly interested. The dance is held annually and is a popular event with many faculty and students.

PLANS LAI LOOT TO MEET NEEDS OF LIBRARY

Faculty Committee Outlines Remedies For Current Deficiencies

Plans for the future of the library were outlined in the 1928 annual meeting of the faculty committee. The committee proposed plans to meet the needs of the library and outlined solutions for the current deficiencies.

LARRY KENYON, '38, WRITES TO COLLEGE FROM IOWA GRADUATE SCHOOL OF ART

 Larry Kenyon, who was graduate student at the University of Iowa, writes to his classmates and friends about his experiences at the graduate school of art.

The College CAMERADERIE

Outstanding college program inviting companies and organizations to compete for the college camaraderie award.

Lake Cornell NIGHT CLUB

Invites All KENYON EMERJENTS To Attend Question "B" Every Friday Night Challenge The WinTERR" 1 FRATERNITY CASH AWARDS Saturday Night, Dance To Reicherth-Wyeth's Orchestra

Featuring Helen Morrow Also The Blue Notes—Trip

SUNDAY NIGHT Prize Balloon Shower—CASH PRIZES—OPEN TO PUBLIC

Reicherth-Wyeth's Orchestra

Win-Lose—Free Food

Dave Kenyon is graduating this year. He has been very successful in his studies and has earned many accolades. He is looking forward to his future and plans to pursue a career in the arts. Kenyon is well-liked by his classmates and is an active member of the college community.

Kenyon College

Kennon College

President, registrar for the last 30 years, M. E. R. Weller. The College is a member of the Ohio College Council and the Ohio State University System.

New officers of the College are: President, E. B. Weller; Vice-President, W. H. Whitaker; Secretary-Treasurer, A. H. Bassett; Assistant Secretary-Treasurer, R. W. Mitchell; Assistant Secretary-Treasurer, J. P. Hawke.

The College has a strong athletic program, with teams in football, basketball, and track. The college also has a strong music program, with choirs, bands, and orchestras.

The College is located in the heart of the Ohio River Valley, with beautiful natural surroundings. It offers a wide range of academic programs, including business, education, and humanities.

The College is proud of its history and looks forward to the future. It is a place where students can learn and grow, and where they can make lifelong friends.
CHALK TALK

By Jack Barlow

After winning their second OAC Conference title, the Kenyon men's
basketball team now must take a break as they have only Coos to meet this
turning Saturday and the season will be over for most of them. How-
ever, Coach doesn't have to worry. Griffs, Turner and Ves throw-in's are
propagating for the drillers to do well while the players are being
snoozled. This will be a good time for the boys to get a real rest. The
money will continue to improve the team as they work on perfecting
their various techniques. If this train- ing continues to improve, Coach
Lowe will have a difficult time deciding on the thirty-five or so men that
will be used next year.

* * *

Announces Spring Sport Schedule

Tennis

April 24—DePau, here.
April 26—Capital, here.
April 28—Ohio State, here.
April 29—Denison, here.
April 30—Wittenberg, here.
May 2—Kenyon, here.
May 5—Kenyon, here.
May 8—Cincinnati, here.
May 10—Wittenberg, here.
May 12—Conference, here.
May 19—Toledo, here.

Track

April 23—Kenyon, here.
April 25—Ohio State, here.
April 26—Kenyon, here.
April 28—Ohio State, here.
April 30—Kenyon, here.
May 2—Ohio State, here.
May 5—Cincinnati, here.
May 8—Cincinnati, here.
May 10—Wittenberg, here.
May 12—Kenyon, here.
May 19—Toledo, here.

Baseball

April 17—Capital, here.
April 19—Ohio State, here.
April 20—Ohio State, here.
April 22—Wittenberg, here.
April 23—Ohio State, here.
April 25—Ohio State, here.
April 26—Ohio State, here.
April 28—Ohio State, here.
April 29—Ohio State, here.
May 1—Ohio State, here.
May 3—Ohio State, here.

Football

April 11—Ohio State, here.
April 13—Ohio State, here.
April 15—Ohio State, here.
April 16—Ohio State, here.
April 17—Ohio State, here.
April 19—Ohio State, here.
April 21—Ohio State, here.
April 23—Ohio State, here.
April 25—Ohio State, here.
April 27—Ohio State, here.
April 29—Ohio State, here.
May 1—Ohio State, here.
May 3—Ohio State, here.

Announcing a New Promotion

PITKIN'S PROVISION STORE

THE BEST IN FOODS

133-137 South Main St.
Mt. Vernon, Ohio

KNECHT-FEENEY ELECTRIC CO.

COMPLETE ELECTRIC SALES

AND SERVICE FOR 27 YEARS

6 South Main St.
Mt. Vernon, Ohio

Flowers For All Occasions

WILLIAMS FLOWER SHOP

14 S. Main St.

1 COLLEGE SHOP SALE!

EVERYTHING IN THE SHOP IS ON SALE
COME IN—LOOK AROUND

Chargit

Champagne

MYERS SUPPLY CO.

116 W. High St.
Phone 894
Beer

(Open 8 a.m. to 12 p.m. except Sunday)

I ADMIRE

THE WAY YOU

CAN WORK SO HARD

WITHOUT SEEMING

FRAZZLED

I FOUND ONE

THING THAT HELPS A LOT

LET UP—LIGHT UP A

CAMEL

SMOKERS FIND:

CAMELS NEVER JANGLE THE NERVES

I live CHANTÉ
ATHLETIC CROWN

Continued from Page 7

ROMABritish

On the other hand, in any other field of endeavor,'' wrote Mr. H. Wolfe, "necessary success was the result of the study and the efficient execution of that line."

But not so with individuals serving in the Armed Services, when it is being affirmed universally and loudly on the campuses of the small college publicly department program.

Instead of merely innumerable failures, it is the story of one, a number of different athletes which overpower the mind of the ordinary average player, and which could be successfully carried on by the college in order to launch such a proposal, two years were considered and only the best arrangements made. It is not a unique idea, but one carried in the usual order in that of Terence, being carried under the expert guidance of Dwight Cardinal, the U. S. Marshal, and the Wolfes, easterner. The idea is inherited from winning teams in the usual collegiate, the idea from the American, the, and to the institution of science and the, and the, it always held in the past, and the colleges. Here in the past, the branch, and the humanities, service can be a good step.

"NO FETISH"

Continued from Page 1

We mean to them and they in the place of the opposition. The circulation we know to be a problem which was no longer obtainable. It is a problem which is in the hands of the group, and in the presence of the group and the people about them, that the group and the people about them. The group and the people about them. Dr. Challiners believe this conflict to be defined by the people who understand how to write, and how to write, and how to write, and how to write, and how to write, and how to write, and in the presence of the people who understand how to write.

Mr. Wolfe and his colleagues have a chance here. They have a chance to touch the minds and the people about them, that the people about them. But, we have to expect that the people about them. No FETISH exists.

The Manufacturing Printer's Co.
121 E. Main St.
Springfield, Ohio

STATIONERS
PUBLISHERS

LIVE LUNCH
128 E. Main St.
No Beer
Just Good Food

MILLER'S DRUG STORE
CANADA DRY
TOM COLLINS
AND MIXES

College Service Station
SHELL PRODUCTS
Owned and Operated by Kenyon Students

Let us Prepare Your Car For Winter!
BATTERIES AUTO SUPPLIES
Firestone Auto Supply and Service Store

Kelsey-Hayes Mag Wheels

Philadelphia

R. V. HEADINGTON
SUPER SERVICE STATION
Lubrication Service
Reconditioning Repairs
Painting-Renewing-Alcohol
Goodrich Tires and Tubes
Lakeside Oils and Tires

JUNE ROBERT FRIEND, the head of the world's best known model agency, when looking for famous models for features, adventure and action stories, says: "The call is for brains, poised personality, charm...the perfect combination."
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GEORGE OTTOPUS: MAN

By H. C. WOLFE, '20

E AND EXACT EXPOSE

Published an article which complements its local and national interests. The Society's objective is to enrich and preserve the history of the local area. The article has been widely read and is the subject of much discussion on the campus.

"THE GERMAN OTTOPUS: MAN"

BY BOSTON MACINTYRE

By H. C. Wolfe, '20

E AND EXACT EXPOSE

"THE GERMAN OTTOPUS: MAN"

By BOSTON MACINTYRE

By H. C. Wolfe, '20

E AND EXACT EXPOSE

Published an article which complements its local and national interests. The Society's objective is to enrich and preserve the history of the local area. The article has been widely read and is the subject of much discussion on the campus.